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1) Alexander bought a toy helicopter. The price was marked in CAD. Help

Alexander !gure out how much the helicopter would cost in the following

currencies.

a) JPY

b) GBP

3)

Harper bought a camera during the weekend sale. The price was listed in

NZD. Help Harper !gure out how much the camera would cost in the

following currencies.

a) AUD

b)

a) CAD

b) NZD

£3.99

Evelyn bought a "oating rubber duck in GBP. Help Evelyn !gure out how 

much the duck would cost in the following currencies.

S54.99

S19.76

GBP

Sheet 3
Currency Conversion

Convert according to the exchange rates given. Round your answer to two

decimal places.

0.58 GBP (£)

90.85 JPY (¥)

S1 NZD (  )S1 CAD (  ) 

0.49 GBP (£)

0.93 AUD (  )S
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Name: Answer Key

1) Alexander bought a toy helicopter. The price was marked in CAD. Help

Alexander !gure out how much the helicopter would cost in the following

currencies.

a) JPY

b) GBP

3)

0.58 GBP (£)

90.85 JPY (¥)

S1 NZD (  )

Harper bought a camera during the weekend sale. The price was listed in

NZD. Help Harper !gure out how much the camera would cost in the

following currencies.

a) AUD

b)

S1 CAD (  ) 

0.49 GBP (£)

0.93 AUD (  )S

a) CAD

b) NZD

£3.99

Evelyn bought a "oating rubber duck in GBP. Help Evelyn !gure out how 

much the duck would cost in the following currencies.

S54.99

S19.76

£26.95

£11.46

¥1,795.20

6.88S

8.14S

51.14S

GBP

Sheet 3
Currency Conversion

Convert according to the exchange rates given. Round your answer to two

decimal places.
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